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At the S B Rander Group, growth is not just about reaching out for the sky. It is also about growing 
the roots deep and firm in the soil of  relationships. S B Rander Group is an enterprise built on the 
roots of  relationships, trust, belief  and an unwavering adherence to every commitment made.

Established in 1946, by Late Shri Bhagirathji Rander, the Group started its activities as importers of 
silk from Bengal. Today S B Rander is a diversified Group with interests spanning across sectors like 
Textiles, Commodities, Natural Stones, Realty and Infrastructure Development.  



Mr. Shreegopal Rander
(Maheshwary)

 

Mr. Ramesh Rander Mr. Madhusudan Rander
(Maheshwary)

Vision
To be a global conglomerate committed to 

excellence in customer service in all the 
operating sectors and making our mark in the 

local and global markets.

Mission
Deliver world class products and services to 
our clients with absolute integrity and fairness to 
achieve their utmost admiration.

Upholding vision & values; 
enabling growth.
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The Managing Director of the Group, Mr. 
Ramesh is spearheading all functions at the 
Textile and Commodities division at 
Nagpur.With over 3 decades of rich 
experience in the business, he is one of the 
most renowned personalities in the Indian 
cotton trade. A perfectionist and thorough 
professional, his initiatives have helped the 
Group scale up with a highly professional 
approach towards operations and 
administration. Having driven the business to 
the current size and stature, he continues to 
take personal interest in all quality approvals, 
purchase and sales. 

Group Chairman, Mr. Shreegopal has 
contributed immensely to the Group’s  
growth, since he established its yarn selling 
operations in the ‘Manchester of India’, 
Coimbatore in 1971. Here on, he 
formulated the road map for the Group’s 
diversification across various growth 
oriented sectors like commodities, natural 
stones, etc. A chemical engineer by 
qualification, his vision has brought the 
company a long way. Today, he overlooks 
the Group’s policy matters and is 
associated with various philanthropic 
organizations.

A gold medallist chemical engineer from 
Nagpur, it was a leap of faith for Mr. 
Madhusudan to enter into natural stones 
trading. Today, he is driving growth at the 
Natural Stones division in Chittorgarh, 
Rajasthan and Katni (M.P). With his 
vision of providing quality natural stones 
to the Indian infrastructure segment, he 
has helped create a rich and versatile 
portfolio of marble mining, processing and 
retailing activities.



Our journey of  growth
From its humble beginnings, the Group has grown in size, reach and stature owing to its adherence to 
relationships and commitments made.

With its well-established cotton trading activity in central India; besides a long standing yarn and marble 
business in the states of Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra, the Group today has an overall turnover of 
around Rs.1500 crores (USD 300 million) per annum.

Today, the Group has its offices spread across strategic locations in India particularly in all the major cotton 
growing and trading belts. It employs hundreds of professionals spread across the width of India. With 
investments in cutting-edge new machineries, the production capacity of Sri Bhagirath Textiles has doubled 
within the past five years. The Group has also diversified into Realty and Infrastructure services. 

The S B Rander Group is on the path of high recognition in all the sectors that it operates in and is 
committed to delivering value to all its customers and associates.
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Established in 1992, Shrigopal Rameshkumar is amongst the leading 
commodities companies in India (also amongst the top few exporters of  raw 
cotton) offering sourcing solutions to various textile units throughout the world. 
Owing to its strong domestic presence, the company sources best quality cotton 
at the most competitive prices and operates only through TMC (Technology 
Mission on Cotton) approved units. With the latest Swiss-make Uster 
cotton-testing equipments and state-of-the-art conditioning facilities, the 

company is committed to offering the best and contamination 
controlled quality cotton. A team of  qualified technicians is 
assigned at every ginning facility to check all samples 
manually in order to assure the committed quality.

The company has an expanding global footprint with regular 
imports from various West African markets and established 
export relations with markets in China, Europe and Vietnam. 

Affiliated to Cotton Association of  India, 
FICCI, FIEO and Texprocil, Shrigopal 
Rameshkumar is committed to promoting the 
best practices in cotton supply and trade.                  

Shrigopal Rameshkumar
Built on commitment and quality
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  The sole cotton 
sourcing agents for various
prestigious spinning units in 
India for over 2 decades now.  
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Sri Bhagirath Textiles Ltd. 
Spinning quality into yarn
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Beginning in 1996 with a modest spinning unit at Mohali village in Nagpur, Sri 
Bhagirath Textiles is today a diversified ISO 9001:2008 company. In the last 5 
years, its capacity has been doubled from 12768 to 37728 spindles and 2160 
rotors of  the latest Schlaforst make (SE-12) have been added, offering open-end 

yarn, 100% polyester yarn, poly viscose yarn and viscose 
yarn. The comprehensive range of  products meets the 
needs of  industries like fabrics, and apparel 
manufacturing. The warehouse ensures safe storage of  
raw materials and finished yarns.

SBTL is a Two Star Export House with affiliations across 
Texprocil, SRTEPC, FIEO, Vidharbha Industries 
Association and Confederation of  Indian Industries. The 
company is currently exporting to various overseas 
markets like Morroco, Iran, Brazil, USA, China; and also 

enjoys a rich share of domestic markets like Ichalkaranji, Bhilwara, Malegaon, 
Mumbai, Tirupur and other major textile consuming centres with most of the 
corporate buyers in its kitty.

       With its unique combination 
of machineries, the company has 
been able to cater to various 
customer segments.
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Maheshwary Marbles 
An eye for quality stones

Maheshwary Marbles is one of the largest stone quarry operators in the country 
with operations spanning across 6 provinces of India. Established in 1978, the 
company has created a name for itself in the mining, processing and retailing of 
high quality natural stones like granite and marble. The marble slabs processed 
meet international standards and can easily survive high abrasion, high impact 
and heavy load applications. Few of the signature Maheshwary Marbles products 
like Aspur king and Miracle Marble are the interior decorators’ visual delight, 
beautifying the floorings of many. 

         Maheshwary Marbles is a 
fully integrated natural stones 
company with capabilities from 
Quarry to Floor.



Building landmarks Beyond limitations

Multiurban
Infra Services 

Anjaneya
Constructions

The construction industry in India is booming and is poised 
to play a significant role in India's growing GDP. With an 
understanding  of the opportunities in this sector, Anjaneya 
Constructions has secured land banks at key locations in and 
around major cities like Ahmedabad and Nagpur with plans 
for developing commercial and residential properties  at 
these locations. A premium residential scheme at a prime 
location in Ahmedabad and a commercial complex in 
Nagpur have already been launched.

India is experiencing one of the highest growth rates in the 
world for over 5 years now. S B Rander Group is committed 
to participating in this growth by developing the support 
infrastructure required. In this light, Multiurban Infra 
Services Pvt. Ltd. was established in 2007. The company 
specializes in providing urban and rural water distribution 
solutions by undertaking turnkey projects in this field and 
has delivered large projects for various prestigious 
organisations like NTPC, MIDC, etc. So far, the company 
has commissioned around 1000 kms of potable water 
pipelines in various parts of India.

         Muliturban has 
commissioned 1000 kms of 
water pipeline in various parts 
of India.


